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ABSTRACT 

Hand verification and phony discovery is the process of vindicating autographs automatically and incontinently to determine whether 

the hand is real or not. There are two main kinds of hand verification static and dynamic. stationary, or offline verification is the 

process of vindicating a document hand after it has been made, while dynamic or online verification takes place as a person creates 

his/ her hand on a digital tablet or an analogous device. The hand in question is also compared to former samples of that person's 

hand, which set up the database. In the case of a handwritten hand on a document, the computer needs the samples to be scrutinized 

for disquisition, whereas a digital hand which is formerly stored in a data format can be used for hand verification. The handwritten 

hand is one of the most generally accepted particular attributes for verification of identity, whether it may for banking or business. 

The sub-sphere of machine literacy that's deep literacy allows us to train a model with the help of deep literacy algorithms. This is 

enforced in a complicated neural network model trained to classify and descry the forged hand from a collection of image samples 

which consists of two different sets of images, say real and forged image sets. We constructed a complicated neural network model 

from scrape to prize features from a given dataset. The image is given as input, and it tells whether a hand is forged or not. This will 

help descry the fraud. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The need for signature detection is incredibly vital because in contrast to passwords, signatures cannot be modified or forgotten as 

a result it’s distinctive for everybody, and it's considered a vital technique for detection. The techniques and systems accustomed to 

solving signature detection are divided into offline signature and online signature ways. In the offline signature detection technique, 

a lot of range of hardware modules wasn’t used and pictures were captured by using a camera, whereas in the online detection 

technique a lot of hardware modules were used and also the hardware modules were directly connected to the PC. The options used 

for offline detection square measure less complicated. The signatures from the info are preprocessed using varied preprocessing 

techniques, then the preprocessed info features were extracted. The automatic off-line signature detection solutions may be classified 

into 2 categories: handcrafted feature extraction algorithms and deep learning ways. The deep learning methods are measure 

particularly thought of to be the foremost promising approach for their nice capability for image recognition and detection. Though 

studies of deep learning with small-scale data are becoming substantial attention in recent years, most deep learning ways still would 

like an oversized range of samples to train their system. In alternative words, most of the studies still need many (more than one) 

signature samples to accomplish their coaching method. During this paper, we propose an offline Handwritten Signature Detection 

technique exploiting a convolution neural network (CNN). Signature forgery detection finds its application within the field of 

Internet banking, passport verification system, master card transactions, and bank checks. Therefore, with the growing demand for 

the protection of individual identity, the look of an automatic signature system is required. 

LITERATURE SURVEY 

HANDWRITTEN SIGNATURE VERIFICATION USING SHALLOW CNN 

I.Paper Title: Handwritten Signature Verification using Shallow Convolutional Neural Network 

Authors: Anamika Jain, Satish Kumar Singh, Krishna Pratap Singh 
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 Methodology: The proposed architecture is very simple but extremely efficient in terms of accuracy. A custom shallow convolution 

neural network is used to automatically learn the features of the signature from the provided training data. It also contributes an 

aggregate dataset of signatures consisting of 137 subjects and 467 subjects respectively. Deals only with random forgery detection. 

 Research Gaps: Reduce chances of overfitting without data augmentation and also design a model which works for skilled forgeries 

as well.  

HAND-WRITTEN OFFLINE SIGNATURE VERIFICATION SYSTEM 

II. Paper Title: Hybrid writer-independent–writer-dependent offline-signature verification system 

 Authors: George S. Eskander, Robert Sabourin, Eric Grange 

 Methodology: In this study, a hybrid WI–WD system is proposed, as a compromise of the two approaches. When a user is enrolled 

in the system, a WI classifier is used to verify his queries. During operation, user samples are collected, and adapt the WI classifier 

to his signatures. Once adopted, the resulting WD classifier replaces the WI classifier for this user. 

 Research Gaps: Enhance the system accuracy by employing other features, and learn from independent forgeries, during the WI 

training. Returning classifier parameters for greater accuracy can be explored.  

DEEP MULTITASK METRIC LEARNING FOR OFFLINE SIGNATURE VERIFICATION 

III. Paper Title: Deep Multitask Metric Learning for Offline Signature Verification. 

 Authors: Amir Soleimania Babak N.Araabiab Kazim Fouladi Methodology: Unlike existing methods that verify questioned 

signatures of an individual merely consider the training samples of that class, DMML uses the knowledge from the similarities and 

dissimilarities between the genuine and forged samples of other classes to. To this end, using the idea of multitasking and transfer 

learning, DMML trains a distance metric for each class together with other classes simultaneously.  

Research Gaps: The effect of employing different features can be studied in two ways since DMML structure lets us - either mix 

all features and train one DMML or train different DMML for different features and finally use another fusion at the output. 

 OFFLINE SIGNATURE VERIFICATION USING ONE-CLASS HIERARCHICAL DEEP LEARNING 

 IV.Paper Title: Patch-based offline signature verification using one-class hierarchical deep learning.  

Authors: Sima Shariatmadari, Sima Emadi, ·Younes Akbari.  

Methodology: Proposes a hierarchical one-class convolutional neural network for learning only genuine signatures with different 

feature levels. In addition, to achieve a clear structure in the image, designing hierarchical network architecture based on the coarse-

to-fine principle can lead to more precise results. 

Research Gaps: The approach based on patch images can be used by other state-of-the-art methods. Although this paper only 

focused on signature verification, the method adaptation to other types of document images, such as writer identification and 

demographic attributes detection, will also be possible. 

EXISTING SYSTEM 

The detection of Handwritten Signature images is classified into 2 categories say Forged(Forge Images) and Genuine(Real Images) 

can be done using machine learning algorithms.  

1. CNN algorithm is used to classify this Forgery Detection. 

2. By using this process we can reduce the period. 

PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Feting autographs ignoring the variations similar as  

1. Variations due to different pens.  

2. Variations arising out of the fact that “ No two autographs of the same person are exactly same ”, and 

3. Any marks on the paper or any similar element. prostrating the below variations and establishing the authenticity of a hand. 

Handwritten hand verification has been considerably studied & enforced. Its numerous operations include banking, credit card 

confirmation, security systems, etc. In general, handwritten hand verification can be distributed into two kinds, online verification, 
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and offline verification. On–line verification requires a stylus and an electronic tablet connected to a computer to snare dynamic 

hand information. Offline verification, on the other hand, deals with hand information that is in a static format. 

PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The detection of Handwritten Signature images is classified into 2 categories say Forged(Forge Images) and Genuine(Real Images) 

can be done using machine learning algorithms.  

1. CNN algorithm is used to classify this Forgery Detection. 

2. By using this process we can reduce the period. 

 

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ALGORITHM 

Convolution Neural Network  

A Convolutional Neural Network is a deep learning algorithm that can recognize and classify features in images for computer vision. 

It is a multi-layer neural network designed to analyze visual inputs and perform tasks such as image classification, segmentation, 

and object detection.CNN is made of different layers: 

1. Convolution Layer :  

Convolution Layer It creates a point chart to prognosticate the class chances for each point by applying a sludge that scans the whole 

image, many pixels at a time. This subcaste also contains ReLU activation to make all negative values zero.+0 

2. Pooling Layer :  

It scales down the quantum of information the convolutional subcaste generated for each point and maintains the most essential 

information. 

 

 

DData Acquisition 

DPreprocessing 

DAdd CNN Layers 

DFeature Extraction 

DTraining with Tensor Flow Model 

DTesting & predicting the output  
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3. Fully Connected Layer :  

This layer consists of the weights and biases along with the neurons and is used to connect the neurons between two different layers. 

In this, the input image from the previous layers is flattened and fed to the FC layer and the classification process begins to take 

place. 

4. Softmax Layer :  

Softmax is the last layer of CNN. It resides at the end of the FC layer and is for multi-classification. 

5. Output Layer :  

After multiple layers of convolution and padding, we would need the output in the form of a class. The convolution and pooling 

layers would only be able to extract features and reduce the number of parameters from the original images. This layer predicts the 

class to which the input image belongs. It also has a loss function like categorical cross-entropy, to compute the error in prediction. 

 

OUTPUT 

 

 

Fig.1 Fake Person 

 

Fig.2 Genuine Person 
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CONCLUSION 

         This Framework helps to identify the autographs of a person, whether the hand is from a Genuine or Fake person. This device 

can be stationed in different government services where handwritten autographs are used as a form of blessing or authentication. 

Although this approach uses CNN, it may be considered extreme. Two classes are created for each stoner in the model created in 

this work( genuine and phony ). still, If the real and forged autographs of 500 people are given. the model will have 500 classes to 

read, which would make the literacy process longer. An implicit development would be to carry out expansive exploration on loss 

functions and to decide custom loss functions( rather two) that would prognosticate the stoner to whom the hand belongs and whether 

it is a phony or not. similar perpetration can be supposed serious. Two classes are created for each stoner in the model created in this 

work( Real and phony ). We've 30 druggies, so we have a model that can estimate 150 groups. The loftiest delicacy we got was 100. 

The average delicacy is about 83.3. 
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